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1 Introduction

Identifying molecular biochemical pathways that serve to either limit or enhance cellular re-
sponsiveness towards chemotherapy agents is a fundamental goal in the drug discovery pro-
cess. Selectively targeting pathways that result in enhanced killing, and possibly greater speci-
ficity, could eventually lead to enhanced chemotherapy efficacy. To address this issue we have
conducted a proof of principle study using surface enhanced laser desorption/ionisation time-
of-flight mass spectrometry (SELDI-TOF) to examine protein expression patterns of resistant
and sensitive breast cancer cell lines that have received/not received a 24 hour exposure to the
chemotherapeutic agent Taxol. We consider one resistant breast cancer line (MCF7/ADR) and
two sensitive breast cancer cell lines (MCF7 and T47D). The ability to classify cellular popu-
lations at a molecular level based upon their phenotypic response to chemotherapeutic agents
could provide a first step in the identification of molecules/pathways responsible for chemother-
apy sensitivity/resistance.

2 The experiment and SELDI mass spectrometry

The breast cancer cell lines MCF-7, T47D and MCF-7/ADR were seeded at 400,000 cells per
T25 cm

�
tissue culture flask and Taxol (Paclitaxel) added to a final concentration of �	��
� M.

In total 18 flasks were used for control and 18 flasks for drug treatment, consisting of 3 flasks
for each treatment regimen which were sacrificed at 24 hour intervals post drug treatment up to
and including 96 hours. The experiment was repeated twice. Homogenates were prepared (as
described in Mian et al., 2003) and protein concentrations were determined using the Bradford
method (Biorad) as per manufacturer’s instructions. SELDI mass spectrometry was conducted
as outlined previously (Ball et al., 2002; Mian et al., 2003). We remove the m/z values up
to ������� Daltons as background interference from sinapinic acid matrix peaks tend to produce
low signal:noise ratios (Ball et al., 2002). In summary there are six groups: ADC (MCF-
7/ADR control), ADT (MCF-7/ADR Taxol treated), TDC (T47D control), TDT (T47D Taxol
treated), MCC (MCF-7 control), MCT (MCF-7 Taxol treated). SELDI-TOF scans were taken
at periods of 24,48,72 and 96 hours, and these times are labelled as Day 1, Day 2, Day 3 and
Day 4 respectively. For each group on each day there are 6 observations: replicates A,B,C for
experiment 1 and replicates A,B,C for experiment 2.
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3 The offset Hotelling
� � test

We wish to consider which m/z values give rise to differences between Control vs Taxol treated
for each cell-line, and which m/z values are different for chemo-resistant (MCF-7/ADR) vs
chemo-sensitive (MCF-7 and T47D) cell-lines. Let ������ and ����	� be the 
�� vector means in
groups  and � respectively, at m/z value � ( ��� ������������� ), with sample sizes � � ��� � [for us 
���

is the number of days, and ��� ���! #"� is the number of data points between ������� and ���������
Daltons]. Let $&% � be the unbiased pooled within-group 
(')
 covariance matrix at m/z value � ,
( �*� �!���+���+��� ). The conventional two sample Hotelling , �

test (cf. Mardia et al., 1979, p139)
for testing -(.0/21 ��� �31 �	� versus -546/21 ���87�31 �	� assumes independent multivariate normal
distributed data in each group with means 1 ��� and 1 �	� and common population covariance
matrix. The test statistic for m/z value � is , �%�9 � �;:���<��� �=����	�?>A@ $ 
 4% � :���<��� �=����	�?> and we reject -(.
in favour of -54 at the �	���!BDC level if

, �%�9 �FE ,�GIH �KJ :LB > � :?� �NM � �2> :?� �NM � � � � > 

� � � � :O� �(M � � �P
Q� � >SR2T 9 U�VXWYU�Z 
 T 
 4�: �[�\B

> �

where R�]_^ 9 ]a` : �b�cB > is the �[�PB quantile of the R�]_^ 9 ]a` distribution.
In a preliminary analysis of the data it is clear that some m/z values have extremely small

variability in the samples, especially within an experiment. Hence, only a very small difference
in mean value in different groups can lead to a statistically significant difference at that m/z
value. This under-dispersion of the data could be due to the small number of separate exper-
iments conducted (just two). It seems highly plausible that there would be more variability if
further experiments were carried out on different occasions. In addition, since each scan is high-
dimensional we need to carry out a large number of simultaneous tests. Conventional multiple
comparisons procedures (e.g. controlling the family wise error rate) lead to far too stringent
protection against making a Type I error and so we need to consider alternatives.

We consider an adjustment to the Hotelling , �
test statistic which is designed to account

for the additional noise that we believe would be inherent in repetitions of the experiments on
different occasions. The extra noise is taken to be i.i.d Gaussian with zero mean and varianced � . If �e� is the measured vector at m/z value � then we let the unobserved noisy vector bef*� � �e�YM=gh� where g_��ikj T : ��� d

��l
T > independently. Note that

�fm��� �n��<���YM=o*p : dFqXr � > �s�f[�	� �3����e�YMto*p : dFq#r � > �u$&v � �w$&% ��M d � l T M=o*p : dFqXr � > �
We would like to consider the Hotelling , �

statistics based on the unobserved f[� ’s:

, �v&9 � �x:e�fm��� �y�f[�	�?> @ $ 
 4v � :e�fm��� �y�f[�	�O> �z, �� : d � >{M=o*p : dFq r � > �
where

, �� : d � > �|:u��<��� �}����	�?> @ :L$&% ��M d � l T > 
 4 :���<��� �~����e�O> �
However, , �v&9 � is not observable, but we can observe , �� : d � > given d � . We call , �� : d � > the offset
Hotelling , � statistics. We shall use these statistics for inference, rejecting -S. if , �� : d � > E
,&GOH �KJ :LB > . The assumptions of the test are that both groups are independently multivariate nor-
mally distributed with the same covariance matrix, and dFq r � is small.

The introduction of d � plays two roles: 1) the additional variability results only in tests with
larger mean differences being rejected, and 2) the value of d � can be chosen so that �S: at least
one m/z value is significant > �}B by calibrating the choice of d � from random permutations of
the groups. Hence, the multiple comparison problem is also addressed. The calibrated value �d �
is given by �d � �����_�!���Y�&����:L�������+�������!�	�=, �� : d � > E ,��O��� ��:LB >_>*� B����

A practical calibration method is as follows:
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1. Choose B and initialize �d � � � .

2. For each � of ��� iterations: permute the group labels randomly with � � observations
assigned to group A and � � observations assigned to group B, and calculate , �� :��d � > .

3. Let
�

be the observed proportion of times that at least one , �� :��d � > E ,�GIH � J :LB > . If
� E B

then increase �d � by � and return to step 2, else stop.

Note that for small samples all possible permutations can be used, rather than random permuta-
tions. The choice of increment � is problem specific, and we choose � � ��� " for our data.

4 Results and conclusions

We show the results of the offset Hotelling , �
test for Controls versus Taxol treated in Figure

1. The value �d � ����� " was chosen from calibration from ���m�k"���� random permutations of the
ADC and ADT groups giving B � �Y� � � � ( �d � �}" gave B � �Y� ��� ). We used � � ���K" as the step
size for increasing d � in the calibration algorithm, as stated earlier.
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Figure 1: Significant offset Hotelling statistics in comparisons: (left) between the Control versus
Taxol treated groups, and (right) between the Control groups.

In each plot in Figure 1 the values of , �� : d � > are displayed only for the significant m/z values,
giving an indication of which m/z values are significant in the pairwise group comparisons. The
peaks are not just single spikes but rather peaks over a range of values with widths up to about
� ��� Daltons. Note that there is no overlap in the significant values for the ADC/ADT and
MCC/MCT comparisons. Also, none of the TDC/TDT m/z values is significant. A number of
significant peaks are indicated on the plots between the chemo-resistant versus chemo-sensitive
comparisons (ADC/TDC and ADC/MCC). Also, some significant peaks are observed in the
TDC vs MCC tests. Strong candidates for biomarkers for chemo-resistance versus chemo-
sensitivity are in the range �����#"�� � �����	�! , � � � ��
 � � � �#"�" , � "��� �m� � " � � � .

Baggerly et al. (2004) have recently commented on the reproducibility of SELDI-TOF
methodology. They raise many issues, including caution against interpretation of significance
for the noisy low m/z values. We have removed the most problematic region in our study (1-
2000 Daltons). The variability in the data is higher for low m/z values and lower for high m/z
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values. An alternative to adding a single d � offset throughout the range would be to add a
decreasing function of m/z. This will be explored in further work.

We are currently exploring the use of Bayesian hierarchical modelling, where the SELDI
TOF expression data are fitted with parametric functions with important geometrical features
(peaks) captured through key parameters. Bayesian analysis can then be carried out using
Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation, and this work will be reported in the poster later in
this volume by Handley et al (p. 138). The Bayesian approach is considerably more compu-
tationally intensive than the procedure of the current paper. Note that both the method of the
current paper and the hierarchical Bayesian approach are broadly similar in spirit to the ‘peak
probability contrast’ method of Tibshirani et al. (2004), where large peaks are found in the data
and then ranked in terms of discriminatory power.

Alternative paradigms for dealing with multiple comparisons include the False Discovery
Rate (FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). For the six pairwise comparisons that we have
carried out, the number of significant m/z values using a standard Hotelling , �

test with d � �
�Y� R � � � �Y� �#" gives 13 (ADC/ADT), 1 (TDT/TDC), 6527 (MCC/MCT), 8273 (ADC/TDC),
7128 (ADC/MCC) and 5931 (TDC/MCC) significant m/z values. Note that many of these sig-
nificant values correspond to very small differences between the groups. Using d � � ��"�� R � � �
�Y� �#" leads to no significant values. Some judicial combination of the additional noise and FDR
is well worth exploring in future work.
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